BIRMINGHAM TOURS BALTI BUS TOUR
Birmingham Tours as part of Birmingham’s first food festival in October 2011 presented a
celebration of the city’s cuisine, an exciting adventure through the UK’s second city. Starting in the
heart of Birmingham where there are many fabulous restaurants we drive along the Golden Mile
with the Golden Boys into the leafy suburb of Edgbaston. Highlighting the culinary delights of the
Chinese Quarter and Moseley we end up in the Balti Triangle – the star of our show! Try the
delicious balti-licious BALTI at a restaurant in the Balti Triangle. Combined with the information
from the Big Brum Open Top Buz Sightseeing Tour we can promise a truly unforgettable night –
prepare to be entertained, amused and intrigued with tales from around the city.
This tour can be used to celebrate any of the fabulous restaurants in Birmingham offering cuisine
from around the world.
The guided tour lasts approximately one and a half hours and is totally flexible in terms of timing
and meeting points. Link this tour with a glass of Pimms or bubbly on the bus and finish with a
curry or fish and chip supper at a venue of your choice. To add an extra special dimension try your
quiz for the evening – the Big Brum Buz and So you think you know Birmingham Challenge Quiz.
Alternatively, chose from one of the many fabulous restaurants throughout the city and link it with
a visit to a museum, attraction, sporting venue, heritage site, art gallery, ballet, theatre, concert or
cinema.
The Birmingham Tours Balti Bus Tour is bookable all year round on a private basis. To discuss your
requirements in more detail please contact Sue at Birmingham Tours on 0121 427 2555/078051
15998 or email enquiries@birmingham-tours.co.uk
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